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In 2017,
an extraordinary lady
who does not show
her age but still remains
an icon and a world-renowned symbol
of Italian style turns 70.
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Ferrari, the world’s leading manufacturing company of sports cars and racing cars opened its
doors in Maranello in 1947. The maker of this Italian miracle was the legendary Enzo Ferrari aka
“Drake”. My father Enzo, Ferrari’s biography written by his son Piero in collaboration with Leo Turrini, has become the authorized biography concerning the creator of the prancing horse brand.
Originally published in 2007, it has now been reprinted with an updated conversation between
the two authors. This biography is certainly the most intimate portrait of Enzo Ferrari ever published: a hard man, difficult, peevish and determined but also generous; a giant whose genius and
visions condemned him to creative yet isolatory choices. His son’s narrative recalls, as in a movie
or a sensational novel, Ferrari’s professional triumphs as well as private defeats, the many exciting
moments of sports life but also his own personal dramas.

Leo Turrini was born in 1960 in Sassuolo, a few miles away from Maranello. As a newspaper journalist
and writer he has told the stories of the wins and the
losses of Ferrari cars, which are a piece of his heart.
He wrote the biographies of Enzo Ferrari, Gino Bartali,
Michael Schumacher and Lucio Battisti.

Piero Ferrari was born in 1945. Son of Enzo Ferrari, he is vice-president of the Company which
bears his name. As a successful businessman,
graduated honoris causa in Engineering, he is the
heir of the last Italian legend.
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